Job Opening: Upper School Computer Science Teacher (Part-Time)

Hammond Upper School seeks a dynamic and innovative individual committed to teaching the whole child. We are looking for an experienced teacher who is intellectually curious and will be committed to a student-centered classroom. This part-time position will be teaching upper level computer science classes. Candidates of interest must be supportive, organized, and able to communicate effectively with students, teachers, parents, and administrators. The ideal candidate will possess classroom experience at the upper level (9-12); however, candidates with related experience, strong credentials, and outstanding references will be considered.

We seek teachers who believe in differentiated and developmentally-aligned models of teaching and learning. We understand the importance of instructional design and are attuned to the social and emotional growth of young adolescent students. All candidates must demonstrate the ability to incorporate a variety of instructional methods and strategies to address a variety of learning styles and possess a record of excelling in a collegial environment. Required: Bachelor’s degree or higher with a major or minor in computer science. Graduate work preferred.

**Reporting:** The Computer Science Teacher reports to the Head of Upper School.

A completed application will include the following components:

* Cover letter expressing interest, related experiences, and thoughts on best practices for teaching and learning.

* Resume or curriculum vitae.

* Names of three references and contact information.

Please submit cover letter and resume to:
Jody Lumpkin
Head of Upper School
854 Galway Lane
Columbia, SC 29209
jlumpkin@hammondschool.org

Hammond School is an Equal Opportunity Employer